ERRATA/FAQ

Card Stats
The following cards had some of the battle values printed incorrectly. Use this FAQ as a guide when playing the “Island of Dread” expansion.

The Melee damage should be 14/1 **not** 14/3.
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The Melee damage should be 11/1 **not** 11/3.
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The Magic damage should be **12/0** not **12/1**.

The Magic damage should be **4/1** not **4/2**.

---

**Card Format**

The following cards were not formatted correctly concerning Item Traits.

The words “Artifact: Relic” and “Explosive” were formatted incorrectly. They should be bolded like the examples shown.
The Ranged value and damage should be 4/2 **not** 2/1.

The Hero name should be Lyssa of the East **not** Rune Enchantress.